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EASYCOM SIMPLEBUS/KIT HANDS-FREE AUDIO STATION -
ALL WHITE

Hands-free door-entry phone with electronic call, call volume adjustment, privacy service,
loudspeaker volume adjustment and conversation privacy. Fitted as standard with 3
buttons for audio operation, with audio active indicator LED, lock-release command and
command for actuator Art. 1256. The buttons can be configured differently for switchboard
call and actuator functions. Allows floor door call and call repetition management.
Complete with dip-switch with 8 positions for selection of the desired user code.
Door-entry phone for us in mixed audio/video Simplebus 1 and Simplebus 2 systems or in
Simplebus KITS. Intercom function (to devices with the same address) in kit and
Simplebustop systems. Fitted with distribution terminal art. 1214/2C. It is compatible with
all SBTOP functions and products. Allows direct intercommunication between users with
the same address (without the aid of an interface or porter switchboard), separate call to
main switchboard, secondary switchboard and guardian door-entry phone. Colour: white.
Dimensions: 3.5?x6.3?x1.1?

COD. 6228W

Main specifications
Backlighting colour: LED BLUE

Hardware specifications
Customisable housing: Nee

Total buttons: 3

Sensitive Touch technology: Nee

Functions
Privacy function: Ja

Alarm function: Nee

Switchboard call function: Ja

Floor door call function: Ja

Actuator control function: Ja

Privacy conversation function: Ja

Induction loop function: Nee

Intercom function: Ja

Key button function: Ja

Hands-free function: Ja

Full Duplex hands-free function: Nee

Loudspeaker volume control: Ja

Microphone volume control: Ja

Ringtone volume control: Ja

General info
Product height (mm): 160

Product width (mm): 90
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Product depth (mm): 28

Product colour: WHITE RAL9016

Operating temperature (°C): -5/55

EAN product code: 8023903211054

Intrastat code: 85176920

Customisable ringtone: Nee

Compatibility
Simplebus Top system: Ja

Simplebus Color system: Ja

Simplebus 2 system: Ja

Mounting/Installation
Flush-mounted: Nee

Wall-mounted: Ja

Desk base-mounted: Nee

Surface-mounted: Ja

DIN modules (no.): 1

Audio/video specifications
Audio system: Ja

Audio/video system: Ja

Packaging
Single pack height (mm): 58

Single pack width (mm): 95

Single pack weight (Kg): 0,355

Single pack depth (mm): 162

Single pack volume (dm3): 0,89


